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With Kara Page Whether it's coded words, puzzles, crossword puzzles, puzzles or fun with anagrams, many adults love a good word game. If you're standing in line at the bank with your mobile phone or just want to have fun printing a few games from your computer on a break at work, several websites offer free word games for adults to play. This website
features daily word puzzles in English, French, Spanish and Swedish. The puzzles start easily on Monday, then gradually increase the difficulty throughout the week. Their crosswords are printable, but users can also turn them on to play online. Search for both printable and interactive, online filling, crossword puzzles, scramblers and puzzles in the menu on
the left side of the homepage. Shockwave offers a variety of online word games as well as downloadable games. In addition to standard crosswords and word searches, this site has games like Picturiffic, in which users try to guess a mystery phrase with each letter revealed one at a time, or Super Text Twist, in which users receive a tangled group of letters
and try to spell as many words as they can before time is up. True to its name, games have a section for word games only, with a new game released every morning. Games offers game-show-style word games, letter jumbles, and trivia games in addition to crossword puzzles and other popular word games. Try Bookworm, which has you frantically linking
letters to spell words, or its own original games' game, The Book of Treasures. This website also has an entire section dedicated to word games. The expected crosswords, scrambles, and hangman are here, along with new games like Phone or BlackBerry Game, which gives you a clue and numbers and asks you to calculate the secret word using your
BlackBerry phone or mobile keyboard. One of these things, in which you can guess what strange word is not one that you can find in a dictionary, is another favorite word game. Free Games has Lexulous, an online Scrabble game, along with WordTris, a Tetris-style word game where letters fall off the screen and you have to stack them in order to create
words while on a clock. If you're looking for a little training with your word game, try Vocabulate, which aims to increase your vocabulary, or AcroChallenge, which has you racing to create suggestions by acronyms. Photo: shutterstock.com You are proud of your work. But the final validation comes from the and real estate agents. In today's unforgivable
market, they will not tolerate amateur work. And they certainly don't want to buy hidden problems, even if these problems were caused by a well-intentioned but uninformed do-it-yourselfer. Marketing a home that you've worked for yourself can be difficult. If you claim that renovations are of professional quality, buyers will immediately be skeptical: the job is
professional, or not. And you, too. You. imply that your work is illegal or does not comply with local building codes. Related: 10 Home Staging Tips Every seller should knowTo navigate this treacherous terrain, separate your story from the history of the house. Your war stories for measuring once and twice can entertain your friends, but such stories will scare
potential buyers. They don't want to buy your store's work. They want to buy a home that is move-in ready, with boast-worthy renovations that will easily pass lender-required inspections. They will love before and after photos, but probably don't want to hear too much about the 'during'. Focus the registration language on the finished product, not the
backstory. Review the listings for similar homes to see how they describe renovations. Focus on the state of the home that buyers can see for themselves: refined original floors or restored gingerbread finishes. Drop in name brands that resonate with your purchase. Brands like Kohler can be shorthand for quality. Emphasize what's new in systems, structure
and finishes. Buyers of older homes are just as concerned about energy efficiency as any other buyer. Include a schedule of improvements by supporting proof of licenses. It is less important who did the job than to show that the project complies with building codes. Offer a home warranty. Such policies are inexpensive and reassure buyers that they won't be
under system repair for the first year they own the home, says Marta Grace, of Grace Real Estate in Kansas City, MO. Get professional photos. Research by the National Association of Realtors shows that 88% of buyers rely heavily on online listings to reduce their choices 63% of buyers visit homes they first saw on the internet. Focusing on quality, see
photos of the rooms and nearby aemo-cave details. Terms to avoid, according to agents, include: With Love-Buyers interested in the situation, not emotion. Unique—For buyers, this means idiosyncratic, not unique. Updated-usually, this means new color and surface finishes, not a substantial remodeling. All projects are done-This means that you made these
projects. Instead, say Move to Status. The new hardwood carpet-floors are a preferred module, and buyers interested in old homes will wonder what's beneath that newly laid carpet-and why it was set. of all, don't try to snow the list agent. Max Sempowski, an agent with the old Keller Williams House Property Department in Central Virginia, says that bragging
about your DIY prowess is a red flag to a savvy agent. If the seller says, 'Did I do all this work myself,' then the listing agent will ask, Have you done this before, are you working with contractors or just wings?', he says. Tune in next week when we talk about the registration terms that jack jack buyer interest-and the one word that can get you 5% more for your
home. For more information on buying and selling homes, consider: Quick tip: Why home reconstruction work maximizes the remodeling of your budget hire a home inspector before you last buy updated on July 10, 2020 life is wasted in the interim times. The time between when your alarm goes off for the first time and when you finally decide to get out of
bed. The time between when you sit at your desk and when productive work begins. The time between making a decision and doing something about it. Slowly, your day is cut away from all unused intermediate moments. Eventually, the time exchangers, laziness and procrastination get the better of you. The solution to reclaim these lost middle moments is
by creating rituals. Every civilization on earth uses rituals to transfer information and codify behaviors that are considered important. Personal rituals can help you build a better pattern for handling everything from how you wake up to how you work. Unfortunately, when most people see rituals, they see pointless superstitions. Indeed, many rituals are based
on a primitive understanding of the world. But by building personal rituals, you can encode the behaviors you feel are important and cut out lost middle moments. Program your own algorithms Another way to view rituals is by seeing them as computer algorithms. An algorithm is a set of instructions that is repeated to get a result. Some algorithms are
extremely efficient, sorting or searching for millions of pieces of data within seconds. Other algorithms are massive and clumsy, taking hours to do the same work. By forming rituals, you create algorithms for your behavior. Take the delayed and painful pattern of waking up, discussing whether to sleep for another two minutes, pressing the snooze button,
repeat until almost late for work. This could be rescheduled to get out of bed immediately, without discussing your decision. How to form a ritual I have created personal rituals for myself for handling emails, waking up every morning, writing articles, and reading books. Far from making me rigid, these rituals give me a useful default template that works best
99% of the time. Whenever my current ritual doesn't work, I'm always free to stop using it. shaping a ritual is not too difficult, and the same principles for changing habits apply: Write out your behavior sequence. I suggest starting with a simple ritual only 3-4 steps maximum. Wait until you have created a ritual before trying to add new steps. Devote yourself to
following your ritual for thirty days. This step will take the idea and condition in your nervous system as a habit. Here's a clear trigger. When does your ritual begin? A ritual to wake up is easy-the sound of your alarm clock will work. As for what causes you to go to the gym, read a book or reply to emails— you'll have to decide. Pinch the Your algorithm
probably won't be fully effective the first time. Making a few tweaks after the first 30-day test can make your ritual more useful. Ways to Use a Ritual Based on the above ideas, here are some ways you could apply your own rituals: 1. Wake up Create a morning ritual for when you wake up and the next few things you do right after. To combat grogginess after
I immediately wake up, my solution is to do a few pushups immediately after getting out of bed. After that, I slip into ninety minutes of reading before getting ready for morning classes. 2. Web usage How often do you reply to emails, look at Google Reader or check Facebook every day? I found by taking all my daily needs on the internet and tying them to
one, highly effective ritual, I was able to cut 75% of my time on the internet without losing any communication. 3. Reading How much time do you have to read books? If your library isn't as big as you'd like, you might want to consider the rituals you use to read. Programming a few steps to turn yourself on to read instead of watching TV or during a break in
your day can chew through dozens of books each year. 4. Friendliness rituals can also help with communication. Set up a ritual to start a conversation when you have opportunities to meet people. 5. Task One of the most difficult obstacles in overcoming procrastination is the creation of a concentrated flow. Building these steps into a ritual can allow you to
quickly start working or continue working after a break. 6. Going to the gym If exercise is a struggle, coding a ritual can remove a lot of difficulty. Set up a quick ritual to go to exercise right after work or when you wake up. 7. Exercise Even within your workouts, you can have rituals. The distance of time between runs or repetitions with a certain number of
breaths can remove guesswork. Forming a ritual of doing certain exercises in a particular order can save time. 8. Sleeping Form a soothing ritual in the last 30-60 minutes of your day before going to bed. This will help slow yourself down and make sleep much easier. Especially if you plan to get up full of energy in the morning, it will help if you remove
insomnia. 8. Weekly Reviews The weekly review is a big part of the GTD system. Making a simple list ritual for my weekly review, I can get most of this exercise in less time. Initially, I made holistic comments where I wrote my thoughts on the week and progress as a whole. Now, I'm limiting my focus to specific designs, ideas and metrics. Final Thoughts We
all want to be productive. But time wasters, procrastination, and laziness sometimes get the better of us. If you are experiencing such difficulties, do not be afraid to use these rituals to help you conquer them. More tips to conquer wasters time and procrastinationFeatered photo credit: photo: BARRETO via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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